The main result below is Theorem 1.4 that shows an unexpected property of any positive planar measure. This property goes, on the first glance, against a famous Carleson's counterexample, and against the obvious geometric property of huge overlap among dyadic rectangles. Lennart Carleson showed in 1974 that the natural generalization of Carleson measure from one parameter case (disc) to bi-parameter case (bi-disc) does not work. Sun-Yang A. Chang in 1979 found the necessary and sufficient condition for the Carleson embedding of bi-harmonic extension into bi-disc. In both works the underlying measure was Lebesgue measure on bi-torus, and "embedding" measure was a priori arbitrary. Sun-Yang A. Chang found that to have embedding it is necessary and sufficient for measure to satisfy Chang-Carleson condition. And as was mentioned above the example of Carleson showed that it is not enough to have a simple "box" condition on embedding measure. Here we switched the places of two measures involved: the embedding measure is now the simplest measure, and the initial measure on bi-torus is an arbitrary measure.
Paraproducts, bi-parameter embedding by Sun-Yang A. Chang, Carleson's counterexample
Let Q 0 be [0, 1] 2 , and let m denote planar Lebesgue measure on Q 0 . By D we denote all dyadic sub-rectangles of Q 0 , and a common name for them will be R, R 0 , R 1 , ....
By h R we denote Haar function on R. If R = I × J, then h R = h I (x)h J (y), where h K denotes the Haar function of dyadic interval K, and we always assume that h K has norm 1 in L 2 with respect to Lebesgue measure on the line.
Consider the following operator named dyadic (bi-parameter) paraproduct. This operator and its numerous variants play one of the major parts in singular integral theory. We consider here the simplest dyadic (but bi-parameter) example of paraproduct:
The question of boundedness of the paraproduct L 2 (m) → L 2 (m) is equivalent to the following estimate:
This is the condition on function b, or, which is the same, on its Haar coefficients β 2 R := (b, h R ) 2 . So (1) becomes the question of characterizing coefficients {β R } R∈D such that
The reader can recognize here the dyadic version of Chang-Fefferman "product BMO": b ∈ BM O d CF . Here index d stays for "dyadic". The necessary and sufficient condition on {β R }'s was found by S.-Y. A. Chang in [Ch] (she considered bi-harmonic bi-disc embedding, not the dyadic one). To formulate Chang's embedding theorem on bi-disc, let us recall that for an interval I (arc) on the circle, for any z = re iθ0 , I z denote the arc {e iθ : |θ − θ 0 | < 1 − r} and for each interval I (arc) on the circle, |I| < 1, we can find z in the disc such that I = I z . For I we also introduce tent T (I) = {z : I z ⊂ I}. Theorem below concerns bi-harmonic extension u of f ∈ L 2 (T 2 , dm) (dm is Lebesgue measure on torus T 2 ). Now if R = I × J is a "rectangle" on T 2 , then tent T Chang, 1979) Let u be the bi-harmonic extension of f ∈ L 2 (T 2 , dm). Let µ be measure on D 2 . Then embedding D 2 |u(z 1 , z 2 )| 2 dµ(z 1 , z 2 ) ≤ C Remark 1.2. This resembles (2) of course, and the fact that in (2) we have square Q 0 = [0, 1] 2 and in theorem one has T 2 has no significance.
The necessary and sufficient condition for (2) (in dyadic form) is below. This necessary and sufficient condition was later used by Chang-Fefferman to characterize the dual space to Hardy space on bi-disc H 1 (D 2 ) (which turned out to be b ∈ BM O CF ), the reader should notice that this space is not dyadic anymore, see [ChF] .
For dyadic inequality (2) the necessary and sufficient condition turns out to be
where C is the class of subsets of Q 0 that are the finite unions of dyadic rectangles: Ω = ∪ T ∈R R, where R runs over all finite subsets of D. This condition is often called (bi-parameter) Carleson condition. It is obvious that (2) implies (3) as we can choose ϕ = χ Ω in (2) and so get (3).
1.1. The proof that (3) implies (2). We first adopt the proof from [Ch] , and then we give a slightly different proof that requires a small geometric argument. Notice that we can assign to any opens set
where R = I × J are all (not just dyadic) rectangles inside O, and
Consider measure on C 2 × C 2 given by the following rule. Given finite collection R of dyadic rectangles in Q 0 and numbers β 2 R we assign to each R = I × J a point
where c(·) means the center of the interval
Let us check that it satisfies
Thus we can use Theorem 1.1 and guarantee embedding (2) because average | ϕ R | is trivially bounded by the bi-harmonic extension u |ϕ| (P R ). Now we come to the second proof. The first remark is that dyadic rectangular maximal function
is majorized by the superposition of one dimensional dyadic maximal functions:
This is obvious by definition. Just by separation of variable the latter superposition is bounded in L 2 (Q 0 , m), so M d r : L 2 (Q 0 , m) → L 2 (Q 0 , m) is bounded. We can normalize Carleson condition and think that
Now we need a nice geometric lemma, see [Verb] , [TH] , [AB] and also Section 6 below.
Lemma 1 Let the finite collection of numbers β R , R ∈ D, satisfy (4). Then we can assign a subset E R to every dyadic rectangle R in such a way that 1) sets
Given this lemma we can write (for any finite sequence of β R 's):
And we are done.
A very natural question and Carleson counterexample.
A very natural question arises: consider one box condition.
it is like (3), but complicated sets (so-called "dyadic open sets") Ω are replaced by just all dyadic rectangles R 0 . May be (5) is equivalent to (3), and, thus, is a simple necessary and sufficient condition for paraproduct inequality
The answer is "no", Carleson constructed counterexample, see [Car] , [Tao] . He constructed the family R of dyadic rectangles and numbers β R , R ∈ R, such that (5) is valid with constant 1, but for Ω = ∪ R∈R R inequality
with C ′ as large as one wishes.
Remark 1.3. In Carleson's construction β 2 R = m(R). 
holds true, let us ask when
holds true? We just did nothing, we changed the notations:
But now it is natural to ask: why only Lebesgue measure m? Let us replace it by arbitrary finite positive measure µ on Q 0 . Such problem appears immediately from certain question on spaces of holomorphic functions in bi-disc, see [AMPS18] .
So here is a generalization. When
We need to characterize pairs (µ, α := {α r } R∈D ) such that this embedding of L 2 (Q 0 , µ) to ℓ 2 (T 2 , α) holds. Here T 2 is the graph of all dyadic rectangles in D, and α is the measure on this graph (=bi-tree). Now measure µ is arbitrary. Before µ was Lebesgue measure on Q 0 . Before α as measure on bi-tree was arbitrary. Let us now make it "Lebesgue measure" on bi-tree, meaning to choose the simples possible choice:
So before we had pair of measures on Q 0 , T 2 correspondingly (Lebesgue m, arbitrary α). Now let us consider another "extremal case": (arbitrary µ, α ≡ 1). The choice of α is dictated by the problem of embedding of Dirichlet space of analytic functions on bi-disc.
One has all reasons to expect that the same Carleson type counterexample holds true: there should be positive measure on Q 0 that satisfies box condition (8) below but does not satisfy Carleson condition (9) below.
There is no counterexample as we show in this paper. Our main theorem is Theorem 1.4 For any positive finite measure µ on the square (8) implies (9).
1.4. Main definitions. In addition to proving Theorem 1.4, we prove in this note that there is no T 1 theorem for bi-parameter dyadic Carleson embedding that starts from space L 2 (µ) and embeds it into space ℓ 2 (T 2 , α) even when α is a rather nice 0, 1 sequence enumerated by dyadic rectangles. Notice that if the space where we embed has a special structure, then T 1 theorem holds, see [?] , [AHMV18b] for the case α ≡ 1, and [AMVZ19] for tensor α's.
Let T 2 be a finite (but very deep) bi-tree. Bi-tree is the directed graph of all dyadic rectangles in the square Q 0 = [0, 1] 2 . We assume that it terminates at small squares of size 2 −N × 2 −N , we call them generically by symbol ω. The boundary ∂(T 2 ) is this collection of ω's. Often we identify T 2 with dyadic rectangles, whose family is called D. When we write E ⊂ (∂T ) 2 we mean any subset of ω ′ s. It is convenient to think of E as the union of "N -coarse" dyadic rectangles.
Box condition (10)
Carleson condition
Restricted Energy Condition
Each of the next statement implies the previous one. We are interested when the opposite direction implications hold, and whether they hold in general.
Embedding is the boundedness of embedding operator L 2 (Q 0 , µ) → L 2 (T 2 , α) acting as follows:
Restricted energy condition (REC) is the boundedness of embedding operator L 2 (Q 0 , µ) → L 2 (T 2 , α) on characteristic functions 1 E for all E ⊂ ∂(T 2 ) uniformly.
1.5. The plan of paper. In the next section Theorem 1.4 is proved. Then we change α. Instead of α ≡ 1 we consider more general weights. We show then all kind of counterexamples-even when α takes only values 1, 0 and even if its support is a really nice subgraph of T 2 . The natural question arises, what other weights α, apart from α ≡ 1, would have the analog of Theorem 1.4, and, in general, would emulate the result of S.-Y. A. Chang? The partial answer to this question can be found in [AMVZ19] .
From box condition to Carleson condition: combinatorics of arbitrary positive measure
The result of this section seem to be 2D results that might not be extendable to more dimensions. This effect is not unlike the one described-in a different situationin [RF1] , [RF2] , [JLJ] .
We always assume that the rectangles are dyadic and (N + 1)-coarse.
Theorem 2.1 Assume α ≡ 1. Then the bi-parameter box condition implies Carleson condition.
Scheme of the proof.
• We try to replicate the argument from [AHMV18b] [Section 3]. There it was shown that Carleson condition is equivalent to the so-called Restricted Energy Condition (REC). We therefore argue by contradiction, namely we show that if REC does not hold for a measure µ, then the box condition also fails. • Assume that there exists a measure ν on (∂T ) 2 that satisfies the box condition with some very small constant δ > 0, but the constant in the corresponding restricted energy condition is much larger, i.e. there exists a set E such that
• We proceed by truncating ν onẼ (see [AHMV18b] [Lemma 3.1]) to obtain a set E ⊂Ẽ such that µ := ν| E is almost equilibrium
• The resulting measure µ is fairly "unbalanced", in the sense that the box condition for this measure fails for many rectangles Q ⊂ Q 0 , therefore the rest of ν should 'rebalance' µ on those rectangles, so that ν would satisfy the box condition with desired constant. • We next show that such rectangles are quite numerous, moreover some of them generate the set F such that ν is even more unbalanced on F ,
• We repeat the procedure until we hit the whole bi-tree, or we run out of energy.
Lemma 2 Assume ν is a measure on (∂T ) 2 that satisfies
for some number 0 < δ ≤ 1, but also there exists a set E ⊂ (∂T ) 2 such that
where µ = ν| E . Then there exists a number δ 0 > 0 such that, if δ ≤ δ 0 , then one can find a set F ⊂ (∂T ) 2 satisfying
We will choose later
This, combined with (17) it asserts that
We aim to show that if ε ≤ ε 0 is small enough and (18) holds, then (16) holds.
Part 2.
Our main goal here is to prove that σ has a lot of mass (compared to µ). We know that σ is relatively large on the rectangles from R θ,ε , hence we intent to see how numerous such rectangles are. The measuring stick here is the µ-energy.
Assume for a moment that this lemma holds. Then, as a corollary, we have the following statement.
Lemma 4 (Rebalancing lemma) One has
for some absolute constant C.
The inequality (16) follows almost immediately. Indeed, by (20) we have
and we have (16) 
Cδ . Taking δ to be as in (18) and varepsilon to be small enough,Given a dyadic we make M δ ≥ 100.
Proof of Lemma 4 modulo
, with C θ,ε,δ satisfying (23). From (19) and R θ,ε -lemma we deduce that
where C θ,ε,δ = 40 2 cθ 2 ε 3 δ 2 , and Lemma 4 follows.
. In fact, we know that (see by Lemma 6.9 of [AHMV18b] )
, so (26) clearly implies (25) . The difference of the definition ofR θ,ε with the definition of R θ,ε is that the restriction ε 10 ≤ V µ (Q) is not there anymore.
Let us introduce the relationship between small (boundary of the bi-tree) squares ω and rectangles Q. We call (ω,
We also subdivide the family of Q, such that V µ (Q) ≥ ε to bad and good ones.
The rest is collected to family Good ε .
We call this measure m(Q). In fact, this is just Tchebyshov inequality as
Notice that for the collectionR ε,ε from (26) we can writẽ
Now to prove (26) let us start the estimate from below
then Fubini's theorem shows that
Hence, we can continue
Now it is enough to prove the following Lemma.
. Assume lemma is proved. As the second alternative can happen only on collection of ω's of total measure ≤ Cε 1/2 by Lemma 6.9 of [AHMV18b] 
Before proving the lemma we need some notations since the proof employs a certain representation of the ancestors of a given point ω ∈ (∂T ) 2 . Assume we have the depth (N + 1) of the bi-tree fixed (we remind that the actual value of N bears no importance, other than that it should be very large). Let 
We say that (x 0 , y 0 ) = j0 N , k0 N (x 1 , y 1 ) = j1 N , k1 N , if j 0 ≤ j 1 and k 0 ≤ k 1 , this corresponds to Q (x0,y0) ⊂ Q (x1,y1) .
Proof. Fix ω. Let us consider all points of q (they represent rectangles R) such that ω ⊂ R, and V µ (R) ≤ ε. On the boundary (let us call it red line) we have rectangles such that
All points right and top of the red line will be called RT red , all the points on the left and bottom are called LB red . Now let us consider all points of q (they represent rectangles Q) such that ω ⊂ Q and such that (ω, Q) ∈ P ε . The boundary is called green line and we have RT green and LB green collections of points.
One more notation. For any point P ∈ q (it corresponds to a dyadic rectangle) we consider collection R P of points in q having the form of rectangle with sides parallel to the axis, such that P is left bottom vertex. Also R P is the collection of points in q having the form of rectangle with sides parallel to the axis, such that P is the right top point.
Suppose RT green is not inside RT red . Then there is a point P on the red line such that R P ⊂ RT red and R P contains no points corresponding to Q which is in relationship P ε with ω. Then V µ good,ε (ω) = Q corresponding to q∈RTgreen µ(Q) ≥ ε 2 , and we are done. So we can assume that RT green ⊂ RT red , that is, the green line is always upper and to the right of the red line.
Suppose V µ good,ε (ω) is much smaller than ε, say ≤ ε/10. Then the following is true:
Now for any point P ∈ q let us denote F P := {q : q ∈ R P ∩ LB green }. We can start with the first northeast point P 1 on red line and build F P1 . On the boundary of F P1 there is the rightest vertical segment (it is green and may consist on one point). Its top point is called B 1 .
Follow this vertical green segment vertically. Follow it even when it stops to be green, but up to the moment of intersection with red line. This is P 2 . Construct F P2 . By construction
Repeat the procedure: on F P2 there is the rightest vertical segment (it is green and may consist on one point). Its top point is called B 2 . Follow this vertical green segment vertically. Follow it even when it stops to be green, but up to the moment of intersection with red line. This is P 3 . Construct F P3 .
Continue in this fashion. There will be F Pi , i = 1, . . . , n. From (28) we know that
Now notice that ∪ i R Bi and ∪ i F Pi and RT green contain all q's.
The term n · ε represents the contribution of R Bi , i = 1, . . . , n, in fact, points B i are green and so Q corresponding to q∈R B i µ(Q) ≤ ε. The term nε stands here because of the right inequality of (29). The term ε 10 correspond to summing µ(Q) over Q corresponding to q ∈ RT green , by our assumption on V µ good,ε it is smaller than ε/10. Now let us use the left inequality (29). Then we have
Comparing the last two display formulas, we get
Lemma is proved.
Examples of having Carleson condition but not restricted energy condition REC.
Our aim here is to show that if we do not restrict ourselves to the constant weights as in [AMPS18] , [AHMV18b] , [AMVZ19] , then the Carleson condition (11) is no longer sufficient for the embedding (13). In fact even the Restricted Energy Condition (12) is not necessarily implied by (11). Namely we prove the following statement.
Proposition 4.1 For any δ > 0 there exists number N , a weight α : T 2 N → R + and a measure µ on (∂T ) 2 such that µ satisfies Carleson condition (11) with the constant C µ = δ,
but one can also find a set F such that
hence the constant in (12) is at least 1.
We intend to give two examples of this kind. Both of them rely on the fact that one can basically consider this problem on a cut bi-tree by letting α to be either 1 or 0. This approach clearly does not work on the tree (see [AHMV18a] [Theorem 1.1]), but the bi-tree has richer geometric structure.
While globally (i.e. for α ≡ 1) it looks at least somewhat similar to the tree (this similarity is implicit in the proof of [AHMV18b][Theorem 1.5]), one can remove some vertices (which is what essentially happens when we put α Q := 0) in such a way that the remaining part looks nothing like the full bi-tree (or a tree for that matter). In particular this allows us to create a significant between the amount of "available" rectangles that lie inside E or just intersect E for a certain choice of the weight α and the set E (this corresponds to the difference between Carleson and REC conditions).
The first example is quite simple and is inspired by the counterexample for L 2boundedness of the biparameter maximal function. The weight α in this case cuts most of the bi-tree, and the resulting set differs greatly from the original graph. The second example is somewhat more involved, on the other hand the weight there leaves a much bigger portion of the bi-tree, actually it has a certain monotonicity property: α R ≥ α Q for R ⊃ Q. The structure of the "available" set is more rich in this case (it looks more like Z 2 in a sense), nevertheless there is not enough rectangles to have the Carleson-REC equivalence.
4.1.
A simple of having Carleson condition but not restricted energy condition. Let N ∈ N be some large number (to be specified later), and let T 2 = T 2 N be a bi-tree of depth N . We use the dyadic rectangle representation of T 2 .
Let ω be our [0, 2 −N ] 2 left lower corner. 
So REC condition has a big constant.
Since
then, denoting Q 0 := ω, we have
And this is ≤ j∈J(Ω) τ j ≤ µ(Ω). So Carleson condition holds with constant 1.
4.2.
The lack of maximal principle matters. All measures and dyadic rectangles below will be N -coarse. In this section we build another example when Carleson condition holds, but restricted energy condition fails. But the example is more complicated (and more deep) than the previous one. In it the weight α again has values either 1 or 0, but the support S of α is an up-set, that is, it contains every ancestor of every rectangle in S.
The example is based on the fact that potentials on bi-tree may not satisfy maximal principle. So we start with constructing N -coarse µ such that given a small δ > 0 (32) V µ δ on supp µ, but with an absolute strictly positive c
We define a collection of rectangles
and we let
to be their upper right quadrants, lower halves, top halves, right halves, and lower quadrant respectively. Now we put
here |Q| denotes the total amount of points ω ∈ (∂T ) 2 ∩ Q, i.e. the amount of the smallest possible rectangles (of the size 2 −2N ) in Q.
Observe that on Q j the measure is basically a uniform distribution of the mass δ N over the upper right quarter Q ++ j of the rectangle Q j (and these quadrants are disjoint).
To prove (32) we fix ω ∈ Q ++ are not disjoint families, but this will be no problem for us as we wish to estimate V µ (Q ++ j ) from above. Notice that, for example, C [m,m+1] j are exactly the dyadic rectangles containing point P j . It is easy to calculate that the number of such rectangles is (2 j + 1) · (2 −j N + 1) N .
Analogously, dyadic rectangles in family C [m,m+k] j have to contain points P m , P m+k .
Therefore, each of such rectangles contains point (2 −2 m , 2 −2 −m−k N ). The number of such rectangles is obviously at most 2 −k N . The number of classes C [m,m+k] j is at most k + 1. Therefore, V µ ((Q ++ j ) involves at most (k + 1)2 −k N times the measure in the amount k · δ N . Hence
and (37) is proved. Inequality (32) is also proved.
We already denoted
calculate now V µ (ω 0 ). In fact, we will estimate it from below. The fact that C [m,m+k] j are not disjoint may represent the problem now because we wish estimate V µ (ω 0 ) from below.
To be more careful for every j we denote now by c j the family of dyadic rectangles containing the point P j but not containing any other point P i , i = j. Rectangles in c j contain Q ++ j but do not contain any of Q ++ i , i = j. There are (2 j−1 − 2 j − 1) · (2 −j+1 N − 2 −j N − 1), j = 2, . . . , M − 2. This is at least 1 8 N . But now families c j are disjoint, and rectangles of class c j contribute at least 1 8 N · δ N into the sum that defines V µ (ω 0 ). W have m 4 such classes c j , as j = 2, . . . , M − 2. Hence,
Choose δ to be a small absolute number δ 0 . Then we will have (see (32)) V µ ≤ 1, on supp µ .
But (38) proves also (33) as M ≍ log N .
Remark 4.1. Notice that in this example V µ ≤ 1 on supp µ, and
Here capacity is the bi-tree capacity defined e. g. in [AMPS18] . So there is no maximal principle for the bi-tree potential, but the set, where the maximal principle breaks down, has small capacity. Now we construct the example of ν and α with α = 1 on an up-set (and zero otherwise), and such that Carleson condition is satisfied but REC (restricted energy condition) is not satisfied. We use the same measure µ we have just constructed, and we put ν := µ + ν|ω 0 ,
where ν|ω 0 is the uniformly distributed over ω 0 measure of total mass 1 MN . Weight α is chosen as in (36).
Warning. The meaning of V changes from now on. Before V · = II * (·). Everywhere below,
Let us first check that REC constant is bad. We choose F = ∪ j Q − j . Then ν F := ν|F = ν|ω 0 . On the hand, and this is the main feature,
Hence, (41) there are ≥ cN M dyadic rectangles R such that α R = 1 and ω 0 ⊂ R .
In fact, consider dyadic rectangles in ∪ j c j , where families c j were built above. For each R ∈ ∪c j we have α R = 1, see (36) . And there are at least 1 8 N M of them. We conclude
Therefore,
This means that constant of REC is at least absolute constant c 0 . Let us show that the Carleson constant is c · δ. But c 0 has nothing to do with δ that can be chosen as small as we wish.
Remark 4.2. We do not need the following claim now, we will need it only later, but notice that in a fashion completely similar to the one that just proved (42), one can also prove
Moreover, we already proved it in (38). This holds because ω 0 is contained in exactly M rectangles Q ++ j .
Definition 4.3. Dyadic rectangles whose left lower corner is (0, 0) will be called hooked rectangles.
To check the Carleson condition with small constant we fix any finite family A of dyadic rectangles, and let A = ∪ R∈A R .
We are interested in subfamily A ′ of R such that α R = 1. Other elements of A do not give any contribution to E A [ν] as µ(Q) 2 α Q = µ(Q) 2 · 0 = 0 for any Q ⊂ Q ′ , Q ′ ∈ A \ A ′ , as the support of α is an up-set.
All rectangles from A ′ are hooked rectangles. As we noticed, we can think that A ′ = A. In other words, without the loss of generality, we can think that A consists only of hooked rectangles. Any hooked rectangle generates a closed interval J in the segment [1, n] of integers: interval J consists of j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, such that point P j lies in this hooked rectangle. This is the same as to say that Q j , j ∈ J , is a subset of this hooked rectangle.
So family A generates the family of closed intervals in the segment [1, n] of integers. Let us call J A this family of intervals in the segment [1, n] of integers. Intervals of family J A can be not disjoint. But we can do the following, if intervals intersect, or even if these closed intervals are adjacent, we unite them to a new interval. The new system (of disjoint and not even adjacent) closed intervals corresponds to another initial systemÃ, and we can think thatÃ consists of hooked rectangles. We call a system of hooked rectangles a clean system if it gives rise to not adjacent disjoint family of closed intervals inside the set [1, n] of integers The relationship between rectangles in A andÃ is the following: each rectangle ofÃ is a common ancestor of a group of rectangles in A.
A very important geometric property ofÃ is the following. Let Q ∈Ã and let R 1 , . . . , R s be all rectangles from A such that R i ⊂ Q, i = 1, . . . , s. Then
When checking the Carleson condition
we can always think about A being replaced byÃ and A being replaced byÃ because in (46) the RHS stays the same, but the LHS can jump up with passage from A toÃ. Therefore, checking (46) for clean systems of rectangles is the same as to check it for all systems of rectangles. From now on A is supposed to be clean. To prove (46) is the same as to prove (since ν
The first sum is bounded by V µ|A dµ|A. But by (32) (which follows from (37)) we have
and this means that the part of (47) is proved.
To estimate Q⊂A ν ω0 (Q) 2 α Q = 1 (MN ) 2 ♯{R : α R = 1, R ⊂ A} we take one interval J k from the family generated by the clean A in [1, n], we denote (48) m k := ♯J k , and we estimate how many dyadic rectangles R contain one of Q j , j ∈ J k . We even do not care now whether R is a subset of A or not. The number of such rectangles in at most m k · N . On the other hand,
So to prove the estimate for the second sum in (47), we need to see that
which is obviously true if we choose δ ≥ 1 M = 1 log N . So (47) is proved.
Remark 4.4. The system (ν, α) constructed above gives the example of measure and α = 1, 0 with support on an up-set (so on a nice subgraph of a bi-tree) such that Carleson condition holds, but REC condition does not hold. Notice that the support of α consists of m ≈ log N sets S 1 , . . . , S M in bi-tree, where each set S i can be given by the equation
where τ, η are characteristic functions of certain up-sets in a simple tree T . So
The discrepancy between Carleson constant and REC constant is at least of the order 1 M . But its at least, nobody said that it is equivalent to 1/M , where M is the least number in display formula above. To understand better the relationship between the least number in display formula above and the REC-Carleson discrepancy one can ask what happens if M is small, like M = 1 (this means that the weight α has a product structure), or M ≍ 1? It turns out that in this case REC and Carleson conditions are equivalent, see [AMVZ19] .
Restricted energy condition holds but no embedding
In this section we emulate the previous construction, we start with {Q j } and measure µ but instead of adding ω 0 we will add a more sophisticated piece of measure.
Let us start with recalling the system {Q j }, j = 1, . . . , M and measure µ from the previous section. We continue with denoting Q 0,j := Q j , µ 0 := µ from the previous section .
Next we continue with defining a a sequence of collections Q k , k = 0 . . . K, of dyadic rectangles as follows
In other words, Q 0 is the basic collection of rectangles, and (51) Q k consists of the intersections of 2 k consecutive elements of Q 0 .
The total amount of rectangles in Q k is denoted by M k = M − 2 k + 1. We also denoted by R the collection of rectangles lying above Q 0 (52) R := {R : Q 0,j ⊂ R for some 1 ≤ j ≤ M }, and we let S k := Q∈Q k Q.
The weight α was defined as follows:
Now we construct the measure µ, whose main part will be already constructed µ 0 . Let
be the upper right quadrant of Q k,j . For every k = 0 . . . K we distribute the mass 2 −2k M k δ N over the rectangles Q ++ k,j . Namely, for every j = 1 . . . M k we attach a mass 2 −2k δ N to the rectangle Q k,j that is uniformly distributed over the quadrant Q ++ k,j . We note that all these quadrants Q ++ k,j are disjoint. Measure µ 0 is the "main" part of µ, in the sense that µ 0 is generated by the masses on Q 0 ,
and let µ k be the corresponding mass on Q k
Finally we define the function f , and we do it in such a way that it is 'congruent' with the distribution of µ 0 over Ω, namely we let
To prove that embedding has a bad constant, it is sufficient to show that the dual inequality has a bad constant:
Let us look at Remark 4.2, at (40), (41), (43) and compare (40) with (51). The conclusion is: since every Q k,j lies in 2 k of Q 0,j (number 2 k replaces M in (40), (41), (43)), then (55) V µ0 ≥ c 2 k N · δ N = cδ2 k on each Q k,j .
We already saw that V µ0 δ on µ 0 , so (56) V µ0 dµ 0 δ 2 M N .
Now, using (55) we get
Then the constant of embedding is ≈ 1.
5.2. REC condition holds with a small constant. Let A be a collection of (hooked) rectangles, A = ∩ R∈A R. Let ν k := µ k |A, k = 1, . . . , K, ν := µ|A = ν k . We need to prove
Let n > k, we wish to estimate V µn (Q k,j ). This is a certain sum over a system S of rectangles of the form R∈S µ n (R),
where dyadic rectangles are a) contain Q k,j , b) α R = 1. Notice that this system depends on Q k,j but totally independent of n. So if we manage to estimate µ n (R) via µ 0 (R), then we compare V µn (Q k,j ) to V µ0 (Q k,j ). But let the number of Q s,j in R be denoted by m s R . Then it is very easy to see that m n R ≤ m 0 R + 2 n + 1 . Then 2 −2n m n R ≤ 2 −n (m 0 R + 1 + 2 −n ) ≤ 3 · 2 −n m 0 R . Then V µn (Q k,j ) = R∈S µ n (R) ≤ 3 · 2 −n R∈S µ 0 (R) = 3 · 2 −n V µ0 (Q k,j ) δ2 k−n .
Therefore, n≥k V νn dν k δ n≥k 2 k−n ν k = 2δ ν k .
And so
Inequality (59) is proved.
Remark 5.1. We have
The discrepancy between REC constant and embedding constant is at least of the order 1 log M .
Strong dyadic maximal function and counterexamples
Definition. Let S be a family of dyadic sub-rectangles of Q 0 (may be S = D, the family of all dyadic sub-rectangles). We call the sequence of {β Q } Q∈S Carleson if
The best C is called the Carleson norm of the sequence. Definition. Abusing the language we say that the weight α := {α Q } Q∈S satisfies Carleson condition if the sequence β Q := α Q · µ(Q) is a Carleson sequence:
We already know, see [AHMV18b] e.g., that bi-parameter Carleson embedding
is equivalent to the Carleson condition above if we have α R = 1, ∀R ∈ D .
Understanding the general two-weight bi-parameter situation (that is α ≡ 1) seems to be super hard, as the examples above show. Notice that in two-weight one-parameter situation the answer is known, see, e.g. [NTV99] . And the answer is given in terms of Carleson condition. However, in bi-parameter situation this is far from being so as the following theorem shows. First we give Definition. A finite positive measure µ on Q 0 is called a "bad" measure if there exists weight α = {α Q } Q∈D that satisfies the Carleson condition but such that the embedding This theorem is proved in [AMV19] with the proof that is based on the ideas from [TH] , [Verb] , [Dor] . It is also proved in a different fashion in [AMVZ19] .
